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The decision comes just a day after NATO Secretary-General Jens
Stoltenberg urged the alliance to maintain relations with Russia to avoid
another cold war or a new arms race. NATO has decided to

cold war arms race documents
Henry Richard Maar III is a modern U.S. historian and the author of
"FREEZE! The Grassroots Movement to Halt the Arms Race and End the
Cold War" (Cornell University Press, 2021). Today at 6:00 a.m.

nato to expel eight russian diplomats over alleged malign activities
That Flipboard article described how a woman named Nina Kulagina kicked
off a “psychic arms race” between the U.S. and the Soviets during the Cold
War. When American officials details from

a new arms race beckons. history shows what could freeze it.
The Doomsday Clock is at 100 seconds to midnight once again, with a
number of crises revealing just how close we may be to imminent disaster.

vail valley author’s new book is a psychic thrill ride
erupted during a Cold War standoff between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. At
home, despite the civil rights movement's successes, Americans remained
divided over race relations. Protesters turned to

100 seconds to midnight: man-made apocalypse closer than ever
Two of the greatest speeches ever delivered by an American president
bookend this extraordinary documentary film. It opens with President John
F. Kennedy

shock year: 1968
In a rare joint statement issued on January 3, France, the United States,
Russia, China, and the United Kingdom said they were determined to
prevent nuclear war and avoid a nuclear arms race.

jfk revisited: through the looking glass by oliver stone
While imprisoned for being a “reactionary,” physicist and engineer Zhi
Bingyi began devising a system to help computing machines read Chinese
characters.

world powers pledge to stop spread of nuclear weapons on eve of
non-proliferation meeting
In the Cold War with the United States, the Soviet Union was unable to keep
up with the arms race, and it self-destructed due to the stagnation of the
socialist economy and people's

the prisoner who revolutionized language with a teacup
Thirty years ago this month, when Mikhail Gorbachev tried to sign the
document formally it could not win an arms race and forced Gorbachev to
end the Cold War at the bargaining table

opinion | others say: keep the bear at bay
The time is now.” In the letter, Wester contends the current arms race is
more treacherous than the Cold War because of multiple nuclear threats
from countries such as Russia, China and Iran.

how reagan doctrine brought down the evil empire
Nor is this the only arms race. A study published this week by Georgetown
University’s Center for Security and Emerging Technology scrutinizing
Chinese military procurement documents showed the

archbishop decries new mexico's national labs' weapons production
We advise the US side to abandon outdated notions of Cold War thinking
and zero sum games, and exercise restraint in developing arms, Geng told a
daily news briefing.

u.s.-china arms race gets more complex and unpredictable: peter
apps
According to October 2021 estimates by the Federation of American
Scientists, China wields the world's third-largest number of nuclear
warheads at 350, but former Cold War arms-race rivals Russia
china could finally reveal just how big its nuclear stockpile is
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